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Abstract— Traditional IP Multicast has been proposed in
order to manage group communications over the Internet in a
bandwidth efficient manner. Although this proposition has been
well studied, there are still some problems for its deployment. In
this paper, we propose a new algorithm mQMA that deals with
two important problems of traditional IP multicast, i.e., multicast
forwarding state scalability and multi-constrained QoS routing.
The algorithm mQMA builds few trees and maintains few
forwarding states for the groups thanks to the technique of multicast tree aggregation, which allows several groups to share the
same delivery tree. Moreover, the algorithm mQMA builds trees
satisfying multiple QoS constraints. We show, trough extensive
simulations, that mQMA leverages the same QoS performances
as Mamcra which is the main multi-constrained multicast routing
algorithm. Moreover, mQMA reduces dramatically the number
of trees to be maintained.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, the Internet has shown a tremendous growth.
Emergent multimedia applications like audio/video conferencing, video on demand, IP-telephony usually have other
requirements than traditional Internet services such as e-mail
and file transfer services. IP multicast techniques have been
proposed to support group communications over the Internet
with the aim of reducing the network resource consumption.
Although it has been studied for a long time, IP multicast is
not well deployed over the Internet. The multicast forwarding
state scalability problem and the lack of QoS support can be
considered among the reasons for IP multicast not to be widely
deployed.
Multicast tree aggregation [1], [2] is a recent approach that
deals with the problem of multicast forwarding state scalability. In this approach, multiple groups share the same delivery
tree within a domain whereas in traditional IP multicast, a
separate tree is built and maintained for each group. With the
multicast tree aggregation, fewer trees are maintained which
reduces both the number of forwarding states in routers and
the overhead induced by multicast control messages. Some
information has to be added in the border routers of the domain
in order to multiplex the data for the groups onto an aggregated tree. Several algorithms have been proposed to perform
tree aggregation: AM [1] (Aggregated Multicast), STA [2]
(Scalable Tree Aggregation) are the first proposed, BEAM [3]
deals with distributed multicast tree aggregation, AMBTS [4]
and TALD [5] deal specifically with tree aggregation in large

domains.
However, these algorithms aggregate multicast groups without considering any QoS requirements. Aggregation is based
on trees computed by IP multicast routing protocols which use
the shortest path tree algorithm optimized on one single metric,
typically the hop count. Two solutions have been proposed
in the literature to deal with QoS multicast aggregation:
AQoSM [6] and Q-STA [7]. The goal of these two algorithms
is to aggregate groups to trees while respecting bandwidth
requirements of groups. However, multicast applications today
need to satisfy more than one or two QoS criteria that’s why
multiple QoS multicast aggregation is needed. Tree shared
by multicast members must fulfill flow requirements such as
delay, bandwidth, delay variation (also known as jitter), packet
loss that can be tolerated and/or number of hops. To achieve
QoS multicast aggregation under several QoS constraints, the
forwarding structure must be computed by multi-constrained
multicast routing algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called mQMA
(multi-constrained QoS Multicast Aggregation) which performs multicast aggregation taking into account multiple QoS
requirements. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first proposed protocol that deals with these two important problems of
multicast forwarding state scalability and of multi-constrained
multicast routing. Our protocol mQMA reduces the number of
trees to be maintained and yet it builds trees satisfying several
additive constraints.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II sets
up the needed requirements by presenting the previous work
that dealt with multicast tree aggregation and multi-constrained
multicast routing. Section III describes our proposed algorithm
mQMA. Section IV shows how mQMA algorithm improves
the multi-constrained routing structure. Section V presents
and analyzes the simulation results. Finally, we present some
concluding remarks in section VI.

II. R ELATED WORK
This section describes first the work related to multicast
aggregation and then that related to multi-constrained multicast
QoS routing.

A. Multicast Tree Aggregation
Multicast tree aggregation is proposed as a solution to the
multicast forwarding state scalability problem. It is a multicast
scheme which forces multicast groups to share the same
delivery tree within a domain. In aggregated multicast, arriving
groups must be matched to aggregated trees. The group-tree
matching can be performed in different ways : the match
is perfect when the aggregated tree covers exactly all the
members of the arriving group and has a cost (in terms of
bandwidth consumption) not larger than that of the native tree
(computed by common multicast routing). When bandwidth
waste is allowed, the leaky aggregation may associate a group
to a higher cost tree. In this case, a bandwidth loss threshold
must be specified, and if the bandwidth consumption of a
tree exceeds the specified threshold, then it is discarded and
not considered as an aggregated tree for the group. The
authors in [9] studied the number of aggregated trees to be
configured depending on the network topology and on the
multicast routing algorithm. When aggregation is centralized,
a tree manager stores the information concerning the group
memberships and the trees maintained in the domain. The
multicast Tree Set (M T S) contains all the multicast trees
configured into the domain. So, whenever a border router
receives a IGMP join or leave message for a group, it contacts
the tree manager which is in charge of finding an adequate tree
for the given group. In this phase, if the tree manager finds a
tree respecting the bandwidth threshold, then the aggregation
is performed. If not, the tree manager configures a brand new
tree for the group. This tree becomes in turn a candidate for
further aggregations. In all the cases, the tree manager informs
the border router of the matching group-tree. Then, the border
router will be able to route the packets for multicast groups
using aggregated trees.
B. QoS Multicast Routing
The problem of QoS routing, even in the unicast case, is
known to be NP-complete and has been extensively studied by the research community [10]. Before presenting the
mechanisms used to construct multi-constrained QoS multicast
delivery structure, we first specify some hypothesis used to
solve this problem and the notation used throughout this paper.
Then we present, rather briefly, the main existing approaches
to achieve multicast QoS routing.
a) Hypothesis: QoS routing approaches assume that the
network-state information is temporarily static and has been
distributed (known) throughout the network. This networkstate information is accurately maintained at each node and
we assume that it can be collected by any appropriate traffic
engineering mechanism. The QoS metrics are categorized into
additive (e.g., delay, jitter,..) and min (resp. max) metrics (e.g.
bandwidth). The constraints on min (resp. max) QoS measures
can easily be treated by pruning all links (and disconnected
nodes) which do not satisfy the requested min (resp. max) QoS
constraints. In contrast, constraints on additive QoS measures
cause more difficulties. We consider, hereafter and without loss
of generality, that all QoS measures are additive.

A network topology is modeled as an undirected and valuated graph G = (V, E), where V is the set nodes and E the
set of links. Each link is characterized by an m-dimensional
link weight vector of m non-negative QoS weights (wij , for
i = 1, 2, ..., m and j is a link in E). The m QoS constraints
(limits) Li for i = 1, 2, ..., m are represented by the constraint
vector. A multicast group g is composed of a source s and a
set of members D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dk } where k is the number
of multicast members.
b) Multi-constrained multicast routing proposals: For
the multicast case, a number of QoS routing algorithms based
on single, dual and multiple metrics have been proposed.
Single and dual metric QoS multicast routing algorithms have
been proposed for cost, delay and the combinations: cost-delay
and delay-jitter [8]. Few works have dealt with multiple QoS
metrics for multicast routing. One way to tackle the multicast
QoS routing problem is to compute a set of unicast paths
from the source to the multicast members using a unicast
QoS routing algorithm. Then, the obtained sub-graph can be
reduced to optimize network utilization without violating the
constraints. The aim of this reduction phase is to minimize the
number of duplicated packets in links and to have a structure
that approximates a tree structure as it is not necessarily
the case. This strategy is adopted by the Multicast Adaptive
Multiple Constraints Routing Algorithm (Mamcra) proposed
in [11] as the multicast extension of Samcra, a unicast QoS
routing algorithm [12] and the Taboo based QoS Multicast
Routing algorithm (Taboo-QMR) [13].
III. T HE M QMA ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe our proposed mQMA algorithm
to achieve aggregated multi-constrained multicast routing.
A. Algorithm mechanisms
The mQMA algorithm achieves multicast tree aggregation
in a centralized way by considering a centralized tree manager.
The mQMA algorithm proceeds in three main steps as described below. When a new multicast group g arrives, the tree
manager is contacted by the border router and after executing
the first two steps, namely the computing path step and the
tree decomposition, the tree manager tackles the aggregation
step. In the following, we detail each of the three steps of the
mQMA algorithm.
Step (1): Computing paths. The aim of this step is to
compute multi-constrained paths from the source node to each
destination node of the group. To perform this step, any unicast
QoS routing algorithms can be used. In our simulation, we
used the Samcra algorithm [12]. This first step is mandatory
to determine one multi-constrained Feasible Paths Set (F P S)
for a given group. The quality of the paths in F P S depends on
the unicast routing algorithm used. If Samcra is used, feasible
paths from source node to each destination node are found
if they exist. The Samcra algorithm chooses the shortest path
among all paths from the source to the destination according to
the objective function used by Samcra (this function denoted
by “Samcra length” is defined in section V). A destination (i.e.,

a group member) for which no path is found is then excluded,
from the group as QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled. In
this case, the F P S contains no path for this destination.
Step (2): Tree decomposition. The F P S obtained in the
first step isn’t necessarily a tree, it may contain cycles. The
aim of this step is to decompose the F P S into several trees.
The obtained trees will form the Feasible Trees Set (F T S). If
the F P S contains no cycle, the F T S contains only one tree
which corresponds to the graft of all the paths in the F P S and
the algorithm goes directly to step 3. This tree decomposition
works in a greedy manner by attempting to graft iteratively
the paths for the members onto a tree of the F T S. If during
an iteration, the graft of a path implies a cycle in all trees of
the F T S, then this path is added to the F T S as a new tree.
To proceed greedily, the F P S must be arranged according to
a certain order criterion. In this paper and in the simulations,
paths of the F P S were arranged according to the number of
members. So, the path containing the most number of members
is considered as the first tree in the F T S and then it is used
to eventually graft the other paths of the F P S. The effect
of adopting different order criteria can be explored. Another
issue that can be investigated is the choice of the tree within
the F T S to be used to graft paths when the path can be grafted
on more than one tree. Actually, our algorithm selects the first
tree in the F T S to which a new path can be aggregated. All
these issues are beyond the scope of the present work.
Step (3): Aggregation.
After executing the first two steps, the tree manager attempts
to achieve a global aggregation of the whole multicast group.
It consists on finding from the M T S a tree M Ti that covers
all the members covered by the F P S without violating the
constraints and with a cost (in terms of the number of links)
at most the cost of the F P S. If an M Ti exists, it is used by the
multicast group G and all data for G are multiplexed onto that
tree. If, however, several such M Ti can be used to aggregate
G, the algorithm chooses the one of minimum cost. If such an
M Ti doesn’t exist and if the F T S contains only one tree, then
the aggregation of G isn’t possible and the tree in F T S must
be added to the multicast tree set M T S. If the F T S contains
more than one tree and if the global aggregation isn’t possible,
mQMA proceeds to a partial aggregation. Indeed, each tree ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ |F T S|) of the F T S covers a sub-group Gi of the
initial multicast group G. The mQMA algorithm attempts to
aggregate all the obtained sub-groups and if the aggregation is
not possible, the corresponding tree is added to the multicast
tree set (M T S) until all the members of G are satisfied. In
this case, a multicast group is associated to several trees and
the tree manager is in charge to add information that allows
routers to multiplex data onto these trees.
B. mQMA on an example
Let us consider the topology presented in Figure 1 composed of 7 nodes and 7 links where s is the source node and
nodes d1 and d2 are the members of the multicast group. We
suppose that two additive metrics are considered, the values of
which are portrayed aside to the different links. We consider

the constraint limits to be (6, 6). Execution of the first step of
mQMA provides the set FPS of shortest paths to d1 and d2 .
Here FPS ={F P1 =(s-a-d0 -e-d1 ),F P2 =(s-b-d0 -e-d2 )}. During
the second step of mQMA, the graph structure obtained as the
union of paths in the F P S is decomposed into trees. The tree
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Fig. 1.
mQMA : Network topology used to illustrate different mQMA
mechanisms

decomposition step gives the set F T S composed of two trees,
F T S={F T1 ={(s-b-d0 -e-d1 )},F T2 ={(s-a-d0 -e-d2 )}}.
The last step of mQMA, aims to find trees in the M T S,
the multicast tree set, configured into the domain covering
members and fulfilling the constraints. The global aggregation
attempts to find one tree T to aggregate the entire group. If,
it is not possible, mQMA attempts to aggregate the trees of
the F T S tree per tree. Moreover, when paths are computed
in the first step using a unicast QoS routing algorithm such as
Samcra, only optimal paths are considered (optimal according
to the multi-criteria length function defined by the algorithm).
That’s why during the aggregating step and according to
the already accepted and configured groups, feasible but not
optimal tree, covering the new coming group, may exist in the
M T S and may be used to achieve global aggregation.
Let us consider another case where the constraint limits
for a new request are fixed to (7, 7) and let us suppose
that the M T S contains already the tree M T1 ={s-d0 -e-d1 -d2 }.
This tree is feasible for the new request so it can be used
to aggregate the group (d1 ,d2 ). If global aggregation is not
possible, partial aggregation is executed in order to find in the
M T S, trees on which F T1 and/or F T2 can be aggregated.
If the M T S does not contain any tree that can be used to
aggregate one of F T S trees, then the considered tree is added
to the M T S. So, to summarize this example, four scenarios
are possible: (1) The M T S contains one tree covering the
member of the group and fulfilling the constraint limits; (2) if
not, the M T S contains two trees covering, each one, one of
the F T S trees (F T1 and F T2 ); (3) if not, the M T S contains
one tree that covers one of the two F T S trees (F T1 or F T2 ),
so the second uncovered tree of the F T S must be added to
the M T S and must be configured into the domain; (4) if the
two trees of the F T S can not be matched to any of the M T S
trees, F T1 and F T2 are both added to the M T S and must be
configured into the domain.

IV. M QMA: A PROPOSAL TO ENHANCE
MULTI - CONSTRAINED ROUTING STRUCTURE

mQMA algorithm performs multicast aggregation taking
into account multiple members requirements. In this section,
we detail the cycles problem and how mQMA contributes in
the reduction of forwarding structure.
A. Problem statement
Multicast routing aims to forward multicast data efficiently
by sending single packets through the shared links and
duplicating them if it is necessary through a tree structure. When multi-constrained multicast routing is considered,
this philosophy may be no longer respected. Indeed, multiconstrained multicast routing computes a routing structure that
satisfies multiple additive QoS metrics and this structure is
not necessarily a tree. Not to affect the multicast philosophy,
multi-constrained proposal takes into account the reduction
of the computed routing structure in order to eliminate as
many redundancies as possible without violating the members
requirements.
Cycles problem on an example: Figure 1 illustrates the
cycle problem. If the constraint limits are (8, 8), optimal paths
(F P1 and F P2 ) for d1 and d2 form the cycle (s-a-d0 -bs). When rerouting data for d2 through F P1 or data for d1
through F P2 , the cycle (s-a-d0 -b-s) is removed leading to a
better use of network resources. When the constraint limits
are fixed to (6,6). The path (s-b-d0 -e-d1 ) does not respect the
constraints for d1 and the path (s-a-d0 -e-d2 ) does not respect
the constraints for d2 . Consequently, the structure used for the
group of source s and of members d1 and d2 contains the
cycle (s-a-d0 -b-s) which can not be removed. In this case, d0
receives packets twice, once from a and once from b and the
link (d0 -e) transfers duplicated packets. A specific routing has
to be in place as traditional IP routing cannot support that
case.
B. mQMA contribution to solve cycles problem
Besides the reduction of routing entries, the algorithm
mQMA can be considered as an alternative to solve the
cycles problem. In addition to the aggregation benefit, the
routing structure used by mQMA to deliver multi-constrained
multicast data has been implicitly reduced.
mQMA removes cycles during the two last steps. (1) During
the tree decomposition, some cycles can be removed. Indeed,
the F T S grows in a greedy manner with the add of paths.
When a path is added, it may cover some members not already
considered. In that case, and if the path is feasible for these
members, they won’t be considered at all. If the paths for
these members were forming some cycles, then with tree
decomposition, these cycles are removed. (2) During the phase
of aggregation, one global tree that is feasible and that covers
the members can exist even if the structure F T S contains
more than one tree. In that case, the cycles are removed from
the group quite easily as global aggregation is made.

To apprehend how mQMA eliminates cycles, let’s consider
Figure 1 where s is the source node and nodes d0 , d1 and d2
the multicast members.
If the constraints are fixed to (7,7), and if Samcra is
used as the unicast QoS routing, the first step of mQMA
algorithm returns the set F P S={F P1 =(s-a-d0 -e-d1 ),F P0 =(sd0 ),F P2 =(s-b-d0 -e-d2 )}. The paths in the F P S do not form
a tree, it contains 3 cycles which are (s,a,d0 ,s), (s,b,d0 ,s) and
(s,a,b,d0 ,s).
Cycles reduction during the tree decomposition step: The
decomposition step consider as a first path, the path containing
the most member nodes. So, the first computed tree is F T1 ={sa-d0 -e-d1 }. The path F P2 =(s − a − d0 − e − d2 ) can not be
grafted into the F T1 due to the cycle (s,a,b,d0 ), so it must be
added into the F T S as F T2 and finally the path F P0 =(s-d0 )
used to forward data to d0 is already in F T1 , so this path will
not be added to the F T S as a third tree. Thanks to this step,
the cycles (s,a,d0 ), (s,b,d0 ) are removed and then the F T S
contains only 2 trees. The third step in mQMA attempts to
aggregate these two trees to exiting trees of M T S.
Cycles reduction during the aggregation step : If the
M T S, contains the tree {s-d0 -e-d1 -d2 } and as the constraint
limits are fixed to (7,7), this tree can be used to aggregate
the multicast group. So, the routing structure used to forward
data is now a tree and does no longer contain cycles. If
the constraints are fixed to (6,6), global aggregation is not
possible. In fact, the path (s-d0 -e-d1 ) and the path (s-d0 -e-d2 )
are not within constraints and so the tree {s-a-d0 -e-d1 -d2 } can
not be used to aggregate the whole group.
V. S IMULATIONS
This section presents the results of our conducted simulations to compare our proposed algorithm mQMA to the
Mamcra algorithm. In the first step of mQMA, we have to use
a unicast QoS routing algorithm. In our experimental study, we
adopt Samcra as the unicast QoS routing algorithm to compute
the set of feasible paths F P S. The optimality is obtained
according to the Samcra length function.
A. Parameters of the simulations
The simulations were ran on the Abilene network [14]
which contains 11 routers and 14 links. In this network, 1 000
groups were generated randomly with size between 2 and 11
members. The groups were source-oriented and the source for
these groups was chosen among four routers which are known
as specific delivering sources. The links l on the network
were given values wil (for the i − th metric) randomly from 1
which was 5 during the simulations. We considered 2 additive
metrics and we generated the constrained limits Li (for the
i − th metric) randomly for all the groups between 5 and 500.
For mQMA, the bandwidth threshold tb varies from 0% for
perfect aggregation to 40% for leaky aggregation. We repeat
each scenario 1000 times. The simulation tool used to achieve
this simulation is a graph simulator developed at IRISA and
can be found at [15].
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B. Results of the simulations
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where C(Talgo ) represents the cost of the routing structures of
the algorithm algo used to forward data for all the generated
groups. In the simulations, the cost is measured in terms
of number oflinks used for each trees set. In other words,
C(Talgo ) =
g∈G |t(g)|, where G represents the set of all
the groups generated, t(g) represents the structure used for
g (which can be a set of trees), and |t(g)| represents the
number of links of t(g). In mQMA, if the same tree is used
to aggregate 2 groups, it is counted twice.
The relative utilization depends on the tolerated bandwidth
threshold. When the bandwidth threshold exceeds 0%, mQMA
can find an already existing tree that covers the members,
that is feasible and that has a lower cost. This occurs when
mQMA lists all the trees and chooses among the ones that
are feasible, the tree that has the lowest number of links. The
results show that even when leaky aggregation is adopted and
for lower threshold (≈ 17%), the aggregated trees used by
mQMA to forward multicast traffic have lower cost than the
Mamcra structure used when no aggregation is performed.
So, even when leaky aggregation, mQMA may involve an
effective gain in resource usage without violating the multiconstraint requirements of multicast groups. When the threshold increases, the network resource usage is not so high, the
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This subsection presents the results of the simulations
considering the number of trees, the network resource usage,
the mean Samcra length per member and the number of cycles
removed.
1) Number of trees: Figure 2 shows the reduction of the
number of trees for mQMA. This performance is due to the
multicast tree aggregation. We recall that Mamcra routing
structure is not always a tree.
While Mamcra needs to maintain, as many structures as
groups in the domain, (i.e. 1 000), mQMA reduces the number of trees to only 200. As mQMA builds few trees, few
forwarding states are maintained and the control messages to
maintain the trees are reduced.
2) Network resource usage: Figure 3 shows the network
resource usage in terms of relative utilization. This metric is
denoted by
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network resources waste for an infinite threshold does not
exceed 35%.
3) Mean Samcra length per member: Figure 4 shows the
mean Samcra length for the members, which is the main metric
used for multi-constrained routing algorithm. This metric
reflects the quality of the communications for the members of
the group, expressed in function of the different QoS metrics.
The Samcra length from s to d is denoted by :

Samcra length(s,d) =
e
wi j

max

i<# metrics


ej ∈path(s,d)

e

wi j
,
Li

where
is the value of the metric number i for the edge
ej (ej ∈ P ), and Li is the requirement of the group for
the metric i. The algorithm Samcra computes the optimal
structure in minimizing the value of this metric. The results
show that mQMA behaves in the same way as Samcra with
sligthly higher results for this metric. Then, we can say that
the two algorithms are comparable and that mQMA gives good
performance in terms of Samcra length as its results are close
to the optimal.
4) Number of cycles removed: To achieve multi-constrained
multicast routing, the routing structure is not always tree as it
is detailed in section IV. The graph structure computed by the
unicast QoS routing algorithm may contain cycles. Figure 5
illustrates the number of cases with cycles contained on the
structure computed by the unicast algorithm to reach all the
multicast members (namely Samcra). It represents the number
of cases in which the set F P S of feasible paths contains
cycles. Figure 5 compares the number of cases in which
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21754
96.84% of cycles
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Tree
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case, a group can be associated to several trees and the data
for the group are multiplexed onto these trees.
Conducted simulations showed that our algorithm achieves
indeed comparable performances in terms of Samcra length
as Samcra itself which provides the optimal routes for this
metric. Moreover, mQMA spares network resources by using
much less than Mamcra. Finally, mQMA gains all the benefits
of the multicast tree aggregation by building very few trees
(at maximum 200 trees for 1 000 groups for Abilene network)
and maintaining consequently few forwarding states for these
groups.
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with these two main problems. With mQMA, in the worst
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